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INTRODUCTION 

I am a firm believer that in order to consider an activity in which you achieve something not to be 

considered a “fluke”, then you need to accomplish that type of activity at least twice. (usually must 

have some degree or moderation of difficulty so as to set it apart from an easier task). 

For example, a number of years ago, I ran the Berlin marathon (albeit having only trained for a half 

marathon but as I got in via the lottery, I said I’d give it a go) and it was a fairly poor affair 

timewise….mildly exaggerating that my right leg was literally hanging off me for the last 10kms! 

Last October 2018, I then ran the Dublin city marathon with a much better time…like over 50 mins 

better………and having then ran 5 marathons since Dublin, I am now on 7 marathons (with 2/possibly 

3 more to run this year), there is a feeling that I’m no longer a one hit wonder, but at 7 fulls, consider 

myself to be an actual marathon runner. 

The same is true of the 7 summits. A work colleague and I climbed Kilimanjaro last October, and I really 

enjoyed the experience – I LOVED IT!!!!. So, in a similar vein I signed up for Elbrus last January. Elbrus 

notably regarded as a sterner test than Kilimanjaro. I used the event to raise some money for the 

Irish Cancer Society having worked with ICS for Killi also. As well as raising money for a great cause, 

part of me wanted to say that I had climbed 2 of the 7 summits, it simply appealed to me and I if 

didn’t attempt a second summit, while one of them would still be a decent accomplishment, it 

would always be niggling away at me that at some point, that I would have to prove myself again. 

Ego and vanity must come in to play, and I don’t really have an issue admitting that, anyone who says 

it doesn’t is probably telling a lie. It’s the sense of achievement and acknowledgement from your 

peers/family of same that gives it the requisite “kudos” once you complete the challenge. Anything 

hard must be earned and as the old saying goes “if it was easy, then everyone would be doing it”. 

Pain is temporary, endurance events are difficult., class and achievement of same can be somewhat 

permanent. 

These are the achievements that you will be telling other people down your local watering hole in 

years to come, when old age finally sets in, when your once “fit” physique makes way for middle age 

spread, when you look like you can barely climb the stairs, let alone a 7 summit….. these are the 

stories and the memories that you will regale to your grandkids, …well I suppose, when you reach a 

certain age, to anyone who will listen to your waffle      . Before we shuffle off this mortal coil….is it 

not a good thing to test yourself? I think so, but everyone is different, I guess. 
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I wrote about the Kilimanjaro experience and wanted to make it as comprehensive as possible. I had 

no interest in compacting the experience in to a 1200 to 1500-word blurb, which simply could not do 

a trip of this magnitude justice. I went to Elbrus with the same remit, to be as comprehensive as 

possible in my tale, and hopefully this tale will give someone who is thinking about doing Elbrus, a 

decent insight about what to expect. 

Let me also say, that this challenge was to Climb Elbrus from the North side, and to summit the western 

peak. This might sound pretentious, but I wouldn’t have got out of bed to try the south side (the Pussy 

Side) Elbrus route as its regarded to be considerably easier what would be the point?? 

Stephen Hawking with a decent MontBell jacket and chains on his wheels could probably make it up 

the Pussy route.! 

The South side option, again this is only my opinion…. is for tourists and “mickey mouse” hikers, there 

is no comparison in difficulty between North and South routes. 

 
Did you know, there are talks about putting in a cable car system on Kilimanjaro, if you think this is a 

good idea, then the south side is for you! Personally, I think this is an appalling concept and should be 

immediately discarded. Imagine telling someone you got to summit Killi and then on further 

explanation you found out it was via cable car? P’ah…. it’s not right I say! 

The only route worth doing and can be deemed a real mountaineering challenge is the North 

route/western peak for Elbrus. It’s difficult, simple as. The South side incorporates a cable car a lot of 

the way up and has an average summit rate of ~90% whereas the North side is purer and has a lower 

summit success rate of ~50 to 65%. A typical group usually does not have all expedition members all 

summit also, its unusual to say the least if everyone makes it. Various reasons can account for not 

getting there: Altitude Sickness/general fatigue/upset tummy/DEATH etc. A dose of the last one can 

actually kill you! 

For the north route, you need to carry all your gear to camp 1 from base camp. Its steep and difficult, 

the terrain depending on weather conditions also makes it tricky. It includes the steep ascent from 

camp 1 to summit – typically a long drawn out summit night, very much weather dependant, crossing 

glacier fields, deep enough snow in places (3/4 foot), fixed line trekking, and potential crevasses, you 

go from ~8000 feet at base camp to 18.5K feet, with a 6k+ feet push for summit night. Summit attempt 

is on average, a gruelling ~ 18-hour affair which typically starts from 1/2am. 
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TRAINING FOR ELBRUS: 

Up until Sat June 22nd, 2019 the last hike or mountain I climbed was last October 2018 (Kilimanjaro) – 

I’m serious, I wouldn’t lie to you!! On June 22nd, I did a 12km hike to Keeper hill just outside Newport 

Co Tipperary. I genuinely didn’t have enough time to do much hiking this year pre-Elbrus so 1 will have 

to do me – be grand I mused!. Last October, I came down from Killi and started running as soon as I 

could as I also had the Dublin Marathon to complete last year, which was about 11 days after getting 

back from Africa (think altitude training helped as I finished at 3.37 after the climb). I then finished 

the year with running, no more, no less. I then started 2019 with only running as myself and a mate 

said we’d do the Manchester marathon in April. Then we had the idea of doing Kinvara marathon in 

March as a warm up. Then that turned in to signing up for Limerick in May as well to make it 3 

marathons in 3 months and we raised a few bob for charity along the way. No sooner had we 

finished Limerick, then the itch started again, and we said f*&k it, lets do Cork in June as well, 4 in 12 

weeks!. It kinda got to a point where I was a bit worried that I had no hiking/mountain climbing 

completed, but I had invested and committed to running 4 marathons from March to June 2019 

(separate pieces online on RI for these race reviews) that I literally didn’t have time to do any other 

form of training. Roughly the distance I ran per month this year was: 

1.   Jan – 267.3 KM 

2.   Feb – 193.9KM 

3. March – 132.2KM 

4. April – 155.4KM 

5. May – 175.4KM 

6. June – 191km 

 
Jan & Feb were the highest, truth be told I picked up a few niggles and injuries since the first marathon 

in Kinvara at the start of March and my mileage had to be curtailed from that point as a result. Still 

managed to finish the marathon with below times (Limerick was an unexpected PB). Kinvara had bad 

weather and tough conditions. On hindsight, I should have kept my powder dry until Manchester 

which was flat and attempted a PB, but like a tool I didn’t. Limerick was a totally unexpected PB…. I 

just went for it! Times from the marathons below: 

1. Kinvara – 3.38 

2. Manchester – 3.49 

3. Limerick – 3.35 

4. Cork City – 3.48 
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GETTING YOUR RUSSIAN VISA 

You must have a Russian visa to travel to Moscow. Basically, the tour operator will provide you with 

an invitation voucher, then you will get some other items they require, and you submit it to the 

embassy in Dublin. You can do it by post and there are other agencies who for a fee can do this for 

you. You also must surrender your passport for the duration that it takes to get the Visa sorted. 

Personally, even though I’m based in Limerick, drove to the embassy to drop it off and again to pick it 

up. Earths edge provide you with a help sheet which was very useful for all the items you need. You 

need: 

1. Your passport – ensure its in date – it needs at least 2 blank pages and needs to be in date for 

6 months after your return date. Note: if your passport is damaged/marked etc., then it may 

be refused. 

2. Recent passport photo – There are strict guidelines here on what the photo should look like 

(proportion of you to surroundings/lighting etc..) The specifics of which can be found online 

here (http://dublin.kdmid.ru/en.aspx?lst=en&it=/Applying%20for%20a%20visa.aspx ) The 

passport is physically glued on your application form. 

3. The invitation letter to enter Russia (provided by your tour operator) 
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4. Complete the online form (it’s the one where you stick your photo to) and print it out & sign 

it – details here (https://visa.kdmid.ru/PetitionChoice.aspx ). Be as detailed as possible i.e. 

when it asks you for the details for your insurance, as well as providing name of insurer/policy 

number etc. – ensure you put in the validity dates 

5. Travel insurance/health insurance details – must cover you for the duration of your time in 

Russia. 

6.  A fee of 77e – this has to be in the form of a money postal order (An Post in Ireland is the 

place to get this) 

The embassy is located at 184-186 Orwell Road, Rathgar, Dublin 14. Contact number is +353 

14922048. Its only open Monday to Friday from 9am to 11.45am. I arrived at the embassy Friday 17th 

May (its not by appointment, its first come first served basis). I stayed at a friend of mine the Thurs 

night in Walkinstown and got a lift out to Rathgar with him on the Friday morning. The embassy 

opened the pedestrian gate about 8.45am and I went in. There was a burly but friendly man at a metal 

detector. I had a back pack with me, so he politely asked me to open it and to take out metal items 

prior to entering the detector. 

I went through and he explained, that collections (people who had submitted their applications a while 

ago were seen first as they would be quickest to just collect their passport). I joined 3 other people 

inside (the other 2 were collecting so I was first to be seen for new applications. By 9am, the hatch 

opened and at this point there were about 14 people waiting. The waiting room is small and quaint, I 

reckon about 14 foot by 6-foot, old timber half wall effect with the top half covered in wallpaper. I 

was first up for application. The chap at the desk, took 2-3 mins to make sure everything I had was 

correct then he asked me to stand aside for a receipt. I waited approx. 5 mins and then he handed me 

the collection details on a printout piece of paper with the collection data on it. I had to go back May 

27th for collection. So, for me, it will take 10 days in total to process, so 5 working days not including 

the 17th. There is no parking at the embassy, but there are several housing estates around that you 

can park down on one of them for a few mins while you pop in. 

Now I’m a typical country lad up in the big “schmoke” for the day I needed to get some more hiking 

gear in Dublin. I had to get from Rathgar to Dublin city centre and I was too mean to get a taxi . So, I 

asked a couple of people for directions and I waited for the number 14 bus to take me in to the city 

centre. 3 bucks for the ticket (haven’t been on a bus in about 20 years id say!) – got off near Georges 

street and made my way to great outdoors store. I picked up a pair of lightweight Columbia hiking 

pants that can unzip in to a pair of shorts, a 1L thermos flask, thermal glove liners, merino wool light 

t-shirt, merino wool buff, travel towel (medium and compact). I also needed a 150L duffel pack, but 

https://visa.kdmid.ru/PetitionChoice.aspx
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they were all out of that size. I had googled outdoor stores the evening before and knew Cotswold 

outdoors wasn’t too far away. As luck would have it, they had a 150L duffle on sale for 75 bucks! Which 

was excellent value. I then made my way past trinity and got the number 9 bus back to Walkinstown 

(where I left my car at my friend’s house Eoin Browne) overnight. Well chuffed that I didn’t get on 

wrong bus and navigated by way back with a minimum of fuss! Job done I thought as I began my drive 

back to Limerick. 

I drove up and down to collect it on the 27th, left Limerick at 5.30am and made it there for 7.50am – 

went in to Rathgar town centre for a coffee and went back to embassy for 8.40am and queued up. I 

was first for collection. Window opened at 9 on the button and I was on my way again, visa in hand at 

9.01am! 

 
 
 
 

 

GEAR FOR ELBRUS 

Pre: 
I felt like I had a lot of gear already from Kilimanjaro, but inevitably as you approach an “ultra” (just 

sounds cool)-mountain like Elbrus, you need more kit. For some of the higher ticket items, I decided 

to rent (just in case I don’t do another hike like this, it may be unnecessary investment…. but if I’m 

honest with myself, bar death or paralysis, I don’t think I’ll stop at 2 out of the 7 summits!). So, I will 

rent the following equipment in Russia, mainly because of the cost involved: 

1. Synthetic Mountain Booths (double boots) – even a cheap pair here would be about 500/600 

2. 12-point crampons 

3. Harness 

4. Safety sling with carabiner 

5. Ice Axe 

 
The following is the gear that I will bring with me: 

 
1. Gaiters – bought generic pair in Outdoor Adventure store for 27e 

2. Will need 3 bag packs for the trip 

a. Berghaus 30L capacity day usage bag pack –I had this from Kilimanjaro. To be honest, 

it was too small for me last October, but it will do just for a carry-on travel bag. This 

will be used on the trip over as carry on. I bought it online @Amazon –65e delivered. 

It’s not a top of the range make, but it’s mid-level and suitably fit for purpose. 
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b. I had to buy a 75L Vango bag pack. It was 75e in the Outdoor Adventure store. What 

attracted me to it was it had large cushioning bits at waist and shoulder and should 

make the carrying of gear a bit easier/more comfortable. This is the day bag you will 

use. 

c. The 90L duffel bag that I had from Kilimanjaro just isn’t large enough so bought a 150L 

Mountain equipment bag for 75E in Cotswald outdoors in Dublin – savage value – 

looks sturdy, with durable material! 

3. Water bladder – bought a platypus that I had from Kilimanjaro, its 2L, just ensure if getting 

one that you have a cover for the mouthpiece. Also bring some insulating tape to put on the 

hose tube as it will freeze at low temperatures. It’s not worth anything on summit night due 

to temperatures – be warned! 

4. Trekking boots – again have these from Kilimanjaro – Iowa renegade, were very comfortable 

in Africa 

5. Merino wool socks – will bring 4 pairs (have some from Kilimanjaro) 

6. Synthetic Jocks – will bring 4 pairs (have some from Kilimanjaro) 

7. Lightweight shorts for pool post trek – just bringing some running shorts 

8. Long Johns – bought 1 pair (top and bottom) in Trespass, down from 50 to 24e. Will bring a 

second pair that I used in Kilimanjaro also – they were only sports direct cheap ones. So 2 

thermal leggings and 2 tops. 

9. Berghaus waterproof trousers – make sure they can open up to the sides so you can put on 

and off quickly – I had these from Kilimanjaro 

10. Mid-weight fleece – I had one already – Helly Hansen – warm one 

11. 2 short sleeve base layers 

12. 4 x t-shirts, I’m going to use the ones I use for running which are better for sweating -do not 

bring cotton! 

13. Helly Hansen waterproof jacket -have from Killi trip 

14. Now you do need a decent 750g down jacket. A good one will set you back about 500 quid. I 

had the Columbia pike from Killi plus the earths edge Columbia midweight. My plan is to wear 

both together. I ran this by the leader of the trip, and he said it should be fine. (It was fine by 

the way!) 

15. Category 3 sun glasses and ski goggles. I need to buy the goggles – bought a pair of Salice 905 

white from Trekinn.ie – 68 quid. I had the glasses – the sun can be blinding on Elbrus 

16. Merino wool buff plus will bring 2 normal ones as spare – these are very versatile for 

cold/dust/heat etc. 
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17. Head torch – have from Kilimanjaro – plus spare batteries as well as the rechargeable battery 

pack that it comes with. 

18. Regatta inflatable pillow from Trekinn online - 19 quid 

19. Reusable hand warmers – 6 quid Trekinn online 

20. Charge pack – have from Kilimanjaro – plenty for the week – made sure it was still working 

21. You need a few pairs of gloves 

a. Fleece medium gloves 

b. Heavy duty gloves for cold 

c. Thermal liner gloves 

d. Decent down mitts 

22. Couple of warm/thermal hats 

23. Sun hat – it can be 25-30 degrees as well as -20 or -25, so yes that’s correct, you might have a 

50-degree temp swing 

24. Walking poles, I gave mine away to porters in Kilimanjaro so bought a lightweight pair for 30 

bucks online -river rock ones 

25. Assorted dry bags – had from Kilimanjaro – I think I have an unhealthy obsession with Dry bags 

– so much so that I used so many, my nickname for this trip was “Dry Bag” ….I’ve been called 

worse I suppose       

26. 2 X 1L water bottles – I bought new ones plus a coupe of cheap insulator covers for them 

online 

27. 1L thermos flask – 30 quid in great outdoors. 

28. 2 pin Travel adapter for Russia 

29. Sleeping bag – had from Kilimanjaro. – Softie Expansion 5 – VERY VERY Important to look at 

comfort rating here , min and max overall sleeping bag ratings that you see on the label while 

gives you info, does not give you the rating you need to be comfortable in extreme cold 

conditions (for example a min and max rating may be plus 2 degrees to minus 20 degrees but 

only have a comfort rating of minus 3 degrees …which would be useless for Kilimanjaro even 

though the low temperature rating is minus 20 degrees) –for Kilimanjaro, you need a minus 

15 degree comfort rating – This sleeping bag was approx. 136e in shop - 

https://www.greatoutdoors.ie/shop/snugpak-softie-expansion-5-sleeping-bag . Its approx. 

2kg in weight and is fairly bulky, could not justify the extra 270 to upgrade to a down filling 

one which would be smaller (details of the alternative type are below). The “down filled” 

material sleeping bag, This has a down fill, rather than synthetic and for that reason can be 

folded down smaller and weighs less: https://www.greatoutdoors.ie/shop/the-north-face- 

https://www.greatoutdoors.ie/shop/snugpak-softie-expansion-5-sleeping-bag
https://www.greatoutdoors.ie/shop/the-north-face-green-kazoo-down-sleeping-bag
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green-kazoo-down-sleeping-bag? - it a fair bit more expensive – but has a smaller footprint 

so will take up less packing space – this would have been 410e, I went with the 136euro option 

purely out of common sense as I would not get the use from it to justify the price tag. 

30. Spare laces – very important 

31. Sun factor – will bring factor 30 spray on type 

32. First Aid bits: 

a. Mosquito repellent – there is mosquitos in Moscow – I’m using 99% deet, same as 

Kilimanjaro – didn’t get bitten once 

b. General purpose antibiotic from doctor (just in case) 

c. General purpose tummy anti biotic from doctor (just in case) 

d. Pain killers – over the counter 

e. Anti-inflammatory’ s – over the counter 

f. Plasters 

g. Imodium 

h. Arête  

i. Rehydration salts 

j. Tube of Vitamin C tablets 

k. Tube of Berocca tablets 

l. Nasal spray 

m. Vicks inhaler 

33. All the shots I got for Kilimanjaro were enough – I didn’t need to get any other ones 

34. Small travel towel 

35. Snacks - I think some nuts/jellies ect will be loads – will bring enough for 2 snacks a day for 7 

days & extra for summit night 

Post – analysis 
 

What I have learned post Elbrus, is your KIT is important. I would never rent anything again, for the 

next trip – I will buy all my own gear. I will also invest in as compact as I can get, yes its more expensive 

but you need to be realistic and invest in what will make your expedition that bit easier on yourself. 

Makes it easier for carrying as is less weight and it’s better to know your own gear intimately prior to 

setting off on your adventure. You live and learn, and in that fashion, I learnt this lesson from Elbrus. 

1. Current large jacket and sleeping bag are too big. Would need to invest in top quality and light 

replacements. It’s a game changer when you have to carry your own gear and just for the 

space, you need light and fit for purpose. 

https://www.greatoutdoors.ie/shop/the-north-face-green-kazoo-down-sleeping-bag
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2. My sunglasses broke, definitely bring 2 pairs just in case. 

3. Lost snow baskets from poles. This was mainly down to having bought crap poles , need a 

much better pair for next one 

4. Check all gear, even though I did, the bladder connection came loose and fell off on one of the 

hikes, spilling water. Check all gear/connections ect. 

5. Wet wipes when compressed leak! – this happened to me twice, even though they were 

double bagged – man I love a good dry bag!. 

 
 
 

Travel Itinerary 

Wed July 3rd/Thurs July 4th 

Flight was 11pm on Wednesday. Met just before 8pm Terminal 1. There was 8 in our group plus the 

leader (Mike Jones) and the doc (Mark Willis). The group 

met, chatted and went through with our bags. Oddly enough, 

all 8 of us didn’t know each other beforehand (other than 

meeting at Wicklow training weekend). The check in 

allowance was 23kg and I scraped under at 22.8kg. Had 1 pint 

in departures before boarding the place. Aeroflot were the 

airline (google them, they had the worse aviation history in 

the 70/80’s, like literally planes falling out of the sky). 

Nowadays, infinitely better record and I can’t fault them to 

be fair. The flight from Dublin to Moscow is a surprisingly 

short 4 hours. We were fed on the way over, consisted of 

Chicken and Lentil dish, bread, cheese, salad with some 

smoked type chicken and some water. Normally don’t sleep on planes and this was no different, hard 

to kill 4 hours not sleeping and there were no movie screens to pass the time. Moscow is 2 hours 

ahead of Irish time. 

We arrived in Moscow and passport/visa control was kind of slow but kept moving at least. Airport 

staff are devoid of any visible emotion but were always polite, yet firm. It’s a large airport, lots of 

escalators and you need to get a subway train to get to our connecting terminal. A coffee here will set 

you have about 300 roubles (about 4.50 euro) There was then a 2.5-hour layover before getting the 

second 2-hour flight from Moscow to Mineralnye Vody airport. I managed a 20 min nap on this one. 

Also fed on this leg, got a smoked ham and cheese and salad roll, a bar of chocolate and a yogurt. 
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Mineralnye Vody airport is very small. We got through with our baggage and met Ivan our Russian 

Guide. It was approx. 28 degrees outside, absolutely roasting while we waited a few mins for the 

transportation to arrive. 

2 medium sized mini vans met us and took us and our 

baggage to the Intourist hotel, which is approx. a 1 

hour drive away. We stopped at the gear rental place 

enroute as some of us were renting some kit. I needed 

the following: 

1. Mountaineering double boots 

2. Ice axe 

3. Harness 

4. Sling and couple of carabiners 
 
 

For 8 days rental, this came to 113-euro total. I wasn’t overly impressed with the rental shop. English 

was poor (try pretty much non-existent). Also, I had confirmed to Earths Edge that my boot “I am 

usually a broad 12 or a 13 in Ireland. (12.5 in a sneaker) . UK sizing.”. The rental shop had 12.5 on their 

list. The biggest size double boot show didn’t fit me. I tried on 3 different pairs of the same size boot 

but different makes (all quite old and worn) and all felt too tight. I expressed this to Russian guide and 

the shop assistant (which the guide translated for) 

and all I got was a shrug of the shoulders. Distinct 

impression was either leave with the tight boots 

or leave with none. I had to take option 2. 

 

Then they mentioned some convoluted story that 

someone else had rented a boot size that was 

slightly bigger than my one and that perhaps we 

could exchange on the mountain at some point? / 

(with no details or person/where they were/how this could happen) etc.. So, I guess we were expected 

to randomly look for some chap with large feet, stop him, ask him to swap to my smaller ones…. seems 

very reasonable said none ever!!!! (sarcasm much?) 

 

I remember being not even slightly impressed and left the store with shoes that essentially did not fit 

me. I definitely had reservations and as I wouldn’t be wearing these for a couple of days, I had it playing 

on my mind as would be difficult to put down training days and the potential of 20 hours on summit 
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night in shoes that didn’t fit me! Coupled with the lack of sleep overnight on the flights, I was slightly 

irate to be honest with you. 

 

We arrived at the hotel at approx. 1pm. From the outside, the hotel looks like some sort of tenement 

flat from Ballymun, but inside in fairness, it’s a decent 3*** standard and the lobby and reception area 

while older, was clean and fit for purpose. Rooms are also not exactly modern, but again are clean and 

the bed was comfortable (room came with A/C). I had a shower to freshen up and met the other guys 

for lunch at 2pm. There was a chipper (AJ’s chipper) about 5 mins walk away. It pissed rain on the way 

there and then the sun came out. Weather in general changes very fast in Russia from what I could 

make out. It cost about 350 roubles for large burger/chips/coke. Burger was fresh and very tasty. The 

double burger (Veal or chicken option) was humongous! 

Stopped at local shop and got 2L bottle of water (its recommended that you don’t drink from taps in 

Russia and to use bottled water to drink/wash teeth etc.). 2 litres of water costs about 35 roubles in 

the shop (about 50 cents). Got back at hotel approx. 4pm and napped until 5pm, was wrecked. Then 

laid all gear on bed and Ivan and Mike did a room call to make sure we all had enough gear for the 

trek. We then had a pre-dinner debrief approx. 6pm. Mike and Ivan spoke and made out our plan for 

the next few days and all was clear. We then left for dinner at approx. 7.30pm. 

It was a 15 min walk, we also met Alexi who would be Ivan’s colleague and our second guide for the 

trip – very nice chap. The restaurant was cool looking (something like a small version of Fire in Dublin 

or Cornstore in Limerick), there were trees growing inside the main eating area and felt almost like a 

tree house. We ordered a selection of Russian dishes and ate it family style/sharing. It was cool, no 

one minded this way of eating, everyone in general was really easy going…..I think this was a key to us 

getting on so well? 
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Starter was a selection of cheeses with some chive and sour cream dip and chutney dip. Then there 

was this large bread type pastry filled with melted cheese…. delicious. Then BBQ lamb/bits of veal I 

think (very tasty) , and for the dessert was fresh salad (odd finish to a meal, but very very fresh). 

Tomatoes in general 

were excellent any 

time I had them in 

Russia, add just a hint 

of salt brought the 

flavour in to full flow. 

The menu was not 

available in English 

and in general, not 

many spoke English 

well. The meal came 

to approx. 1500 roubles each (with a couple of cans of beer). 

 
We walked home after dinner, Ivan took us on a 5 min detour to a lookout spot where you could see 

the night lights of Pyatigorsk. Looked great on a clear night, sky was bursting with bright stars. Hit the 

hay at 10.30pm (Russian time) and then was down for breakfast at 7.30am as we were to leave at 9am 

on our 4-hour drive to base camp. 

Friday July 5th 

Got up, showered and down for breakfast for 7.30am. I noted this would be my last shower for well 

over a week. Unusual fry (boiled sausages/chicken wings?) had come watery porridge, coffee, juice, 

pastries. Went back to room around 8am, repacked 

and then headed back to reception collection point. 

We were able to leave a bag at hotel which has 

anything we didn’t want to bring plus some clean 

clothes for after the trip which was handy. It was then 

on to a 4-hour drive to base camp. (again 2 vehicles 

with trailers for our large bags were used). Old vans, 

windscreens cracked in multiple places– seems to be 

common in Russia, assume insurance policies doesn’t 

include “Gavin from Autoglas” replacing cracked 

windscreens as standard on your Russian car insurance policies.! 
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We left the hotel shortly after 9am. Weather was hot, mid to late twenties I’d say. We stopped about 

50 mins in to drive at a petrol station to get any last-minute items. I remember thinking, that it felt a 

little like good Friday at home and panic buying booze as pubs would be shut for 24 hrs. 

I had to say to myself, that relax, just get what you need. 

Bought 2 ice-creams/taytos/some chocolate and some 

nuts. This was more or less the last point of civilization 

before we got to the camp once we passed the next 

city/town. The drive itself in general went quickly. The last 

hour or so is pretty much off road (use the term road 

loosely and it was a dirt track with humongous potholes 

more than anything else, very narrow in places and if the 

4-wheel drive failed, then you could easily get stuck. Some 

parts were very bumpy. The scenery in general, the hills, 

mountains, valleys etc. are absolutely breath-taking. Russia truly has an amazing beautiful landscape! 

 
We arrived at base camp, shaken and 

stirred but in great spirits. Our humble 

abode for the night was a shed, think 

wooden ledges with open floors. There 

were 6 of us in this shed. Sleeping on 

plywood, even with a thermarest, it was 

uncomfortable. 

We had lunch at 2.15pm – there was 

beyond watery soup 

(gherkins/lentils/veg/carrots) , then 2 

hotdog type sausages with pasta -added a 

sufficient amount of ketchup. Now you 

would have thought food in base camp 

being closer to civilisation would have 

better food than camp 1. You’d be wrong, 

food in base camp is nothing short of eating dollops of donkey turd that you had to flavour with 

ketchup. The camp itself has really great potential but is something akin to a halting site that Blackie 

Connors from Glenroe would be happy to tie his sulky up in front of and call it home. There were 

biscuits and sweets and tea/coffee always on offer in the communal area of base camp. You’d end up 
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filling up on these if you didn’t like main food, so much so that there is a distinct possibility that I have 

now have diabetes! 

At 3.30 pm, we took a short hike to stretch the legs. It took about 2 hours up and down (it was along 

the route we would be taking to camp 1) – we went from 2500m to approx. 2850m and back again. 

It’s a narrow route, steep in places, nice scenery, plenty of cows and sheep along the route. We went 

as far as what we termed the “airstrip” – this was apparently a German landing strip from wartime – 

a smooth flat plateau type area. Of the many times over the duration of this trek, we passed this place 

and the route in general – I don’t think I saw a piece of rubbish/trash once which I thought was 

outstanding. “Leave no trace!”. By comparison Kilimanjaro is covered in rubbish and every large 

enough rock to use as a barrier to go to the loo, has used toilet paper everywhere, which is kind of a 

disgrace!. 

I got chatting to our main guide Ivan a little bit and he mentioned he had climbed Elbrus over 200 

times! I must admit, I thought of Ivan initially as marmite. I genuinely didn’t like him at first, he came 

across as a cold, condescending abrupt Russian, (A true Hofstede high masculinity rating seems spot 

on) but like a mild fungal infection, he started to grow on me and for a finish, I think we ended up with 

unquestionably the best guides on the mountain at that time. He was always ultra-professional, and I 

think my initial dislike of his personality and demeanour was just a cultural difference that would have 

naturally subsided once I got to know him better anyway. We needed a great guide and that in 

conjunction with Alexi was what we got – so I tip my hat to him and Alexi. The second guide Alexi came 

across as the polar opposite of Ivan, very meek, very attentive, very polite and beyond helpful if he 

saw that you needed help with a crampon or in general. Just a thoroughly nice bloke. 

Dinner that evening consisted of coleslaw with veg (tepid puke probably would have tasted better), 

and then meatballs with barley type lentils and ketchup (if I wasn’t hungry then I would have left it) – 

then filled up on complimentary biscuits, wafer type biccies were a particular favourite among the 

crew. Hit the hay early – after 8pm and slept badly to be honest. 
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Sat July 6th 

Was up approx. 6.30am – very little sleep – a running joke was Fintan’s snoring, akin to someone trying 

to start a Tesco yellow label chainsaw that just would not turn over– In fairness to him, it wasn’t his 

fault as he also had sleep apnoea, his fabulous snoring was counter balanced by the fact he was a very 

knowledgeably and funny chap to be around. In fact, I’d say if I was picking a quiz team, I’d pick him 

first, guy is a fountain of knowledge. 

 
Breakfast consisted of 

Coffee/porridge with jam (not bad 

actually, all jams came in squeezy 

pouches and not like jars that we get 

in Ireland), fried scones type yokes 

looked and tasted like a Yorkshite 

pud (sorry like a Yorkshire pud and a 

donut had a Russian love child), 

cheese & salami (which was a staple 

at most meal sittings). We were also 

given a handmade lunch which was 

some fruit and a bar, we all made 

some sandwiches from the break and 

cheese and salami meat. 

Now the bread was interesting, 

Brennan’s it aint – it’s some kind of long-life stuff, very stale in texture and just about edible. Lots of 

us commented that a simple toaster would be a game changer at both camps! I added mustard to my 

sandwiches to take away the dryness. 

We left our big bag with anything we didn’t need at base camp and today we were going to hike to 

camp 1 and back again with our snow gear. It too us 4 hours 20 mins to get up, steep in places, the 

last 40/50 mins in particular is loose under foot and you need to be careful. We got our first look at 

snow/glaciers and the scenery in general was first class. We got at camp 1 at 1.20pm, had a hot punch 

type drink, some crackers cheese and meat. It was our first decent look at Elbrus – it actually didn’t 

look that far away! We left shortly after an made our way back for 5pm, so an 8-hour round trip. Tough 

enough day for hiking, everyone was pretty tired. Going down for the first bit from top was also 

difficult in places due to movement of moraine underfoot (rocks/sediment carried down and 

deposited by a glacier). We chilled from 5-7pm before dinner. You could buy Wi-Fi password for 24 
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hours usage from the ”WIFI man” who worked his business mainly from outside the sauna – its pure 

garbage, kept dropping and is 250 roubles for 24 hrs. You might intermittently get some use out of it 

so its better than nothing. 

Guy was making a killing from it! . Dinner 

at 7pm consisted of a really crap salad – 

think a bag of that salad you buy in 

Aldi/Lidl that you convince yourself you 

will eat but ultimately dump – imagine it 

being 2 weeks old and then having the 

neighbours Labrador sit on it for 24 hrs 

and then add some water as the 

“dressing” on to it and put it in a bowl – 

well it was kind of like that but not as 

good. I didn’t eat it, and there isn’t much 

I wouldn’t eat if I was hungry. Then there 

was a cold mash and chicken type curry. 

There was real butter in small bits also 

on the table, but it was so frozen, it was 

like some marinated it in dry ice. Could 

not melt it. I tried to pour hot water in to 

a cup and then place this cup over the butter, but still didn’t melt! Chicken also came with small bones, 

which I learned of quickly in to the meal as a small bone tried to lodge itself firmly in my throat. We 

had an early night, organised our bags for the following day for our next hike to camp 1 (which would 

then be our home for most of the rest of the trip). 

I realised that evening that I had broken my sunglasses (as luck would have it, I had a second pair……. 

which……were… yes you guessed it……back in Pyatigorsk!) – Luckily, I asked around and Alan the 

legend kindly lent me a spare pair of his…. live saver! 

Sunday July 7th 

Another bad night’s sleep, I always sleep on my side which is just difficult on a hard surface, when I 

did nod off, cramping in arms woke me up. Breakfast was 7.30am – porridge and jam, sandwiches 

made with cheese and salami, took a berocca and couple cups of coffee to get the engine running. We 

were to leave at 9am. The bag was very hard to pack. I think while my gear was ok, some of it was 

bulky and hard to fit in. If I do another trip, I would invest heavily in better more compact kit. Our bags 
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were heavy today – mine like a lot of the guys was easily 20kg. We left at 9am, we arrived proper 

knackered at 2.20pm, so an hour more that the hike up on the Saturday due to additional weight and 

maybe a bit of tiredness. Surface was also more slippery with the loaded bag pack. 

Lunch was at 2.30pm. The digs 

here were like an igloo shaped 

room. All 10 of us were in the 

same area – I was in the cot bed. 

Lunch was soup 

(veg/spuds/mushroom) then 

rice and beef stew – all credit to 

the girls who were cooking in 

camp 1 - food was infinitely 

better than base camp. We were 

now at 3800 metres. 

At 5pm, we took a short hike in 

the snow with the big boots – 

initially seemed like they might 

fit and bed in ok, but after a 

while boots were pinching my 

feet but just about tolerable for 

the short duration. I was trying to convince myself that they would stretch and “be grand” for summit 

night. Sliding down snow after on way down from short hike and gaining general confidence in this 

medium was cracking fun. I had never really been on snow before. We got back at 6.45pm (we only 

went to 3950metres on the hike and back again). 
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unusual at first, but you quickly adapt once you gain confidence. We practised different ways of 

traversing on the snow, zig Zag, using front of crampon, side, heel etc. We also practised falling down 

a slope and using the ice axe with correct positioning to arrest the fall. Finally finished with an obstacle 

course. 

Dinner was 7pm – it was a salad, pasta and 2 sausages and ketchup. I detested the sausages at first, 

but for a finish actually liked them, they grew on me. It turned out that night that it was Alexi’s 

birthday (he’s also vegan) and the girls in 

the kitchen had made him a special 

banana type cake with handmade 

chocolate truffles – he made a nice 

speech and there was some champagne 

– we toasted and really enjoyed the 

evening. In Russian tradition, the 

birthday person buys all around a beer, 

we declined due to elevation and 

trekking, but it was a nice gesture. Hit the 

hay just before 9pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monday July 8th 

Woke at 7.30am, breakfast was 8am – porridge with jam, cracker type biscuit with cheese and salami, 

berocca and a coffee. Better-quality food and larger portions in general in Camp 1. We were leaving 

at 10am for our snow skills portion of the trip. Took approx. 4 hours. Walking in crampons is definitely 
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treat. Chilled then for the afternoon. 

Lunch was 2.15 pm, consisted of 

chicken & veg soup, followed by 

chicken stew with veg, and then 

biscuits and tea. A couple of days ago, 

I lost one of the snow baskets from 

one of my walking poles. Yvonne also 

lost one of hers, so I gave her one of 

mine and Alexi offered to make me a 

makeshift set. He used the bottom of 

2 coca cola bottles to fashion them to 

the bottom of the poles. Worked a 

 

Dinner was 7pm, was a beef/veg and buckwheat stew, was nice, large portion. Funny story happened 

then, when Harley had placed a pair of jocks (clean…I think) in one of his water bottles (a master of 

compacting his traveling packing for space) but forgot he where he had put them and proceeded to 

fill the bottle with water with his jocks in the bottle, no clean jocks that night! 

Went to bed just after 8pm. 

 

Tuesday July 9th 

Didn’t sleep again, woke up fair tired. Woke multiple times, 5am in particular sticks out, it was also 

definitely colder this morning. 

Breakfast was at 7am: - Porridge with strawberry jam, cheese & salami sandwich with horseradish 

sauce, mini pancakes with jam, had hot water with orange sediments in it. We were to leave at 

7.40am. Today was our acclimatization hike to Lenz rock. 
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We were 20 mins late so didn’t start until 8am. Ivan gave 

out to us. It was like being back in school, I was tired and 

groggy and then getting chastised. I nearly said, “get the 

egg out of your arse man” and get on with it. On hindsight, 

he had a job to do and I suppose we really should have been 

on time so it was our fault really. We didn’t get a first break 

on hiking until well after 1.5 hrs, so I reckon this was his 

way of saying …. don’t be late again! 

 

Route with crampons to Lenz rock is fairly steep. We had 

planned to get to Lenz upper (there is Lenz lower/middle 

and upper) – upper is approx. 4800 metres, lower is approx. 

4200m. We got caught in a hailstorm and were at approx. 

4700m and were going to turn around. Waited approx. 5 

mins and it improved slightly so we kept going. We got to 

4800m at approx. 2.30pm. stayed for around 30 mins to acclimatize. Today we also used ropes using 

teams of 3 of us, approx. 3 metres distance between us and practised controlling rope distance 

between us for a uniform ascent. Controlling the rope is key. The sun was blinding on the reflection of 

the snow. Used ski goggles for first time of this trek, game changer when there is wind/hail etc. 

On the way to Lenz upper – passed an Alsatian dog who had on 4 booties on and a pair of ski goggles, 

wasn’t quick enough to take a pic but looked hilarious. Coolest mother f&**ing dog on that mountain. 

The Samuel L Jackson of Elbrus doggies. No one felt any effects of altitude at the increased elevation– 

which was class.! 

As the shoes from the rental were too small – my toes 

were blistered and cut and in particular my 2 small toes 

were particularly bruised. I was dreading summit night 

(could be 20 hrs duration with the boots on, well over 

twice the amount of time I had them on today) but had 

no choice than to suck it up !. Had a quick baby wipe 

wash when back and put some of the clothes I had on out 

to dry as we had sunshine when back at camp. Had a 

coke and pringles in “Canteen area” and chilled. My feet 

after they had relaxed post the hike, were pretty banged 
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up, toes were cut and in particular the small toes on each foot were red from being 

compressed/bruised. 

Dinner was 8pm, consisted of tomato & beef and cucumber soup with sour cream, was called borsh 

beef with sour cream and some tomatoes and cucumber to dip in…. yes, you guessed it…. sour cream 

dip. Then we had some corn type rice (polenta) and chicken, there was cheese in the polenta, I think. 

very tasty. Went to bed just after 9pm. Tired after today’s hike. 

Wednesday July 10th 

Slept a bit better Tues night. Alarm was set for 7.15am and we had breakfast at 8am. Consisted of: 

Pancakes with jam, cheese & salami, porridge (tasted good this morning) and jam, coffee and water. 

We were to wait until midday to confirm weather to see if our first summit attempt (thurs early) would 

be ok. We were subsequently told at lunch (2pm) that we would be good to go in the morning. 

Excitement was building! At 10am we started some rope 

skills exercises. Suited and booted with warm gear, harness, 

snow boots, sling and carabiner we made our way to the 

snow and an area Ivan and Alexi had set out with fixed 

ropes. We were also told about “mountain etiquette”, i.e. 

people on way up get priority on path and which line to 

select depending on which way you are going/if you meet 

someone on a fixed rope section etc. Also, to hook and 

unhook your carabiner when wearing gloves/mitts (trickier 

than it sounds!). We then had lunch at 1pm. I also took the 

opportunity to buy some coke and pringles (ate nearly a full box of the large pringles!), I was also going 

to bring the coke up with me on summit night in case I needed a caffeine kick. Ivan also told us a story 

of when 7 people died on their way to Elbrus, bad weather and their tent literally blew away and the 

monument that exists in their memory – they then died due to exposure/reaction to event. 

Lunch consisted of: mushroom and veg soup, sausages with rice and sweetcorn, biscuits with jam. 

After lunch, we got out summit bags ready and thought about what we would wear. I decided based 

on Ivan’s conversations that I would wear the following: 

 
 

1. Thermal leggings 

2. Lines trekking pants 
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Woke up to absolutely howling winds, I though our abode would blow away. I still got dressed and 

went outside to have a look. Winds were very strong, maybe 50/60 kph. It was like storm Ophelia in 

3. I would have worn additional liner socks on my main hiking socks but couldn’t as boots 

didn’t fit so just 1 pair of merino socks. Put compeed on my feet (multiple areas) 

4. Thermal long sleeve 

5. Warm Helly Hansen fleece top 

6. Mid weight lined Columbia jacket 

7. Liner gloves 

8. Thick gloves 

9. Ski goggles & sun glasses. 

10. Sun cream 

11. Head torch, gets light after 4am so 

would only need for a few hours 

12. Then in my bag I had: 

a. Waterproof pants 

b. Waterproof jacket 

c. Large Columbia jacket 

d. Snacks 

e. Water (bladder x 1.5 L and 1L water 

f. Coke – 750mls 
 
 

 

Dinner was 7pm. I had some horseradish sauce on bread, spaghetti like bolognaise which came with 

coleslaw mixed with carrots. Went to bed at 8pm, hard to sleep, don’t think I did, but I guess that rest 

is just as important. As I lied down, weather conditions outside seemed ok. Couldn’t wait! Our 

departure time to summit was to be 2am, so set alarm for 12.15am (breakfast was to be 1am) 

Thursday July 11th 
 

 

 

Ireland in 2018, pretty bad. It didn’t look good for summit. The trail to toilet area was dodgy and 

actually slippery so couldn’t attempt it in these conditions. Had to just find a rock (like literally pissing 

against the wind) . Went back to hut, looked around, I think we all knew this wouldn’t be possible 

tonight? Ivan came in and said “I don’t think you need a guide tonight” – and he was right. A couple of 

the other groups decided to set off, but anyone could see this was futile? Surely their guides knew and 

were only making some semblance of an effort, realistically they could not make it and came down a 
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short time after. They had access to same weather forecast as we did and should have known this 

weather front was to be there for a few nights at least. We made the right call not to attempt. 

Wind and bad weather continued overnight, honestly, I thought the igloo hut would blow away! Got 

up at 7am for a whizz, then went to communal area for a coffee post. All the guides from the other 

teams that attempted were in the area, drinking vodka and falling of stools, very merry. Was funny to 

see and they were all in great spirits. We had breakfast at 9am and the last of the guides were ushered 

off about 20 mins beforehand. Breakfast was: porridge with jam, also added some chocolate 

powdered Nesquik that was on table, coffee, pancakes. We got talking to one of the other group’s 

members, a Belgian chap. Turns out this was his second attempt at Elbrus and that their guides had 

just told them that weather was too bad to summit on their windows….so he was going home again. 

I felt terrible for him, it just showed you how much you are at the mercy of the weather for some of 

these peaks! A couple of the other guys in his group mentioned that they would him up a GoFundMe 

page when back to see if he could get a third time lucky attempt – not sure if they did? 

As our first attempt 

didn’t work, the 

itinerary allowed for a 

second go. To kill 

some time, we left at 

noon for a short hike 

to the rocky morene 

outcrop at the back of 

the camp. Shalley 

underfoot and rocks 

moved easily. Lunch 

was then 1pm, 

chicken Caesar type 

salad, warm punch 

and soup with meatballs (didn’t eat, can’t eat boiled meat). 2 other guides came in and one of them 

had a husky dog (very friendly), one of the guys asked had the dog been up Elbrus before, to which he 

replied “yes, twice”, we laughed…. the dog had summited twice, and we were struggling to get there 

just the once! 

We napped for the afternoon (bags were already pretty much packed from previous day), we will have 

a go again in the morning. Got up and Sergei the camp doctor was playing guitar and drinking brandy 
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outside, in great form. Dinner was 7pm, barley oats with chicken, tea. Winds were starting to howl 

again, getting stronger, I remember feeling annoyed……weather didn’t look good.  

Friday July 12th 

Woke at 11.30pm, couldn’t hear any wind outside. It felt calm. I felt positive. Got up, dressed, went 

outside….it seemed calm. I felt great…. Surely this was our night! I came back in, looked at Harley, we 

both started nodding……this would be it! Guaranteed, surely?? 

Then Mike came in after chatting with Ivan, he said we wouldn’t be going. We couldn’t understand as 

the weather seemed ok. It was only when we went outside, we could see lights on the mountain, some 

kind of electrical storm. There was a zero chance of getting up this morning! 

Completely depressed and 

dejected, tried to go back to 

sleep. That was it. We were going 

home. Woke at 7am, pissed off to 

be honest. It was foggy and misty 

snowy outside. I didn’t know 

what was next (Mike had taken it 

to look at all options the day 

before so we would have to see). 

I was feeling like as I did this to 

raise money for ICS that if I went 

back having not made it, then I 

would have failed. Absolute 

dejection. 

 
 
 
 
 

Got up for breakfast, it was fried bread with cheese and tomato (very very nice), porridge with Kiwi 

jam and some coffee. Mike got down to business and spoke options: 

1. As it was, our 2 shots were gone, technically we were going home so option 1 was to leave as 

planned 

2. Option 2: the office managed to swap 10 places for the Pyatigorsk to Moscow flight to the 

following Tuesday – it would mean we would not get time to spend there or in Moscow. 
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Tonight (Friday night/Sat morn) weather wise was a no go. There was a small weather window 

the Sat night/Sun morn that we could attempt. But stressing, no guarantees 

3. Logically option 2 made sense and the plan would be to descend to base camp Friday, spend 

Friday night there, hike back sat morn, then attempt Sunday morning 

We ultimately voted option 2 – it would cost approx. 225e (swap flights 90 euro which was promptly 

collected on request of EE immediately /guides 2 additional days and we also paid the 70e tip), but 

gave us a shot and meant that we wouldn’t have to come back another time (and a large wad of dosh 

to be paid again, also with no weather guarantees) 

We had a glimmer of hope. We left Camp 1 at 11am and arrived at base camp at 1.25pm. The way 

down that day for the first 30/40 mins was deadly. Must have been 80kph on an exposed route, 

literally the strongest wind I have ever encountered with a moderate backpack weight on. Very hairy 

in places. Alexi’s sleeping bag matt blew off his bag pack and he had to follow it down to retrieve it 

again. Wind subsided as we went down in altitude. Arrived at base camp and we had lunch at 2.30pm. 

It was sausage stew/soup and then cold chicken curry with rice – again small portions and food quality 

was crap. 

We killed some time getting some WIFI from the WIFI man, spent a while checking in, chatting on 

social media, uploading some pics and then played some darts and drank some coke. Spent a bit of 

time in the communal area and chatted also. We thought we might get a shower, but water was out 

in base camp, no showers and what they produced for drinking water looked dodgy and covered in 

sediment. 

There was a couple of 1.5 litre bottled water in the store room and I asked for 1 and that’s what I used 

to drink until we got back to camp 1 the day after. Baby wipe shower It was, so I bought a pack in 

“shop” for 300 roubles. Sergei was in the “bar” area butchering some kind of animal – I asked him 

what it was, and he responded “baaaaaaa baaaaa”, which I’m assuming was a sheep? Man, for a 

doctor, he has a lot of jobs! 

Dinner was 8.20pm, pasta with beef (probably sheep) and potato salad, ate very little, had to spit out 

the pasta with beef, literally inedible. The worst meal I had had in nearly 2 weeks. Hit the hay after 

9pm, terrible sleep again. 

Saturday July 13th 

Breakfast was around 7.30am, porridge with peanut butter and jam, very watery and ate very little of 

it. We were to leave to get back to camp 1 at 8.30am but it was pissing rain all morning and Ivan 

wanted to avoid. We ended up leaving with it still raining at 11am for a finish! I don’t think Ivan wanted 
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to get wet. We played some more darts to kill time until then. Route up was mucky and slippery. At 

this stage we knew the route like the back of our hand (it was third time going up). We got there at 

3pm, so just about took 4 hrs, our best time so far. It was snowy on the top third and slippery 

underfoot. You had to be careful. Arrived up, pretty wrecked (on back of bad nights sleep also). Lunch 

was beef stew with veg and tomato cucumber and breaded chicken, again food was just so much 

better in camp 1. 

Tried to get some sleep then from 4pm 

to 7pm (got about 20 mins I think), then 

up for dinner. It was salad followed by 

sausage and pasta with cheese. Then 

literally tried to go back to sleep again 

after (again don’t think I slept). Our 

departure time was to be 1am so we 

got up just after 11pm to get some 

“breakfast” at midnight. Porridge, but 

wasn’t hungry to be honest. Just felt 

tired. 
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When you get just past Lenz rock upper (approx. 4800m), 

there is what looks like a handy enough traverse across the 

glacier, its deceitfully short looking, took ages!. 

Sunday July 14th – Summit day 
This was it – D-day had arrived – there were would be no other opportunities. Woke up, outside 

seemed quiet, couldn’t hear any wind. Got dressed and made my way for a bite to eat at midnight. 

Everything looked good, Ivan didn’t come in to say we were not going due to weather, this was it - we 

were going to give it a shot! – I was delighted!!!!!. There was porridge with jam, cheese and salami 

and some biscuits and come coffee. 

We made the short walk from canteen area to the start of 

the snow. Unhooked our crampons from our bag packs, put 

on and we were good to go. Head torches on and away we 

went. It was dark but the sun started to rise just after 4am. 

It’s a fairly steep ascent from the get-go. It was also pretty 

cold, the arrival of the sunlight took away the chill of the 

night initially. We stopped for short breaks every hour or 

so, just to get a drink and some sweets. I had some water 

in the bladder but its about as useful as a chocolate teapot 

as it froze very quickly. 
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The temp much have been negative 20/25 

it always seemed out of reach. There was some snow here and we were roped in to teams of 4 in case 

 

 
 

 

of any crevasse falls. We made it to the other side eventually and then we made it to the saddle. This 

is where the South side route would meet, and the next bit was a really steep climb locked in to fixed 

ropes. We left our bags at the saddle and 

just took water bottles (Ivan carried). This 

was tough, very very steep. I definitely hit 

a wall going up these ropes. I think there 

was 6 in total and each approx. Each being 

approx. 50metres in length. You just 

hooked in to right hand side and walked 

to the left of it. Ivan/Alexi assisted when 

swapping between ropes. Got to the last 

rope (just beyond) and I think most of us 

were pretty tired. Had a drink and then 

set off on the short final 15/20 mins to the summit. 

Weather had turned and the wind was rising, and snow 

was beginning to hurt on the face. My buff kept 

freezing, so it was a case of moving it around until you 

felt a bit that felt like cloth and not cardboard. There is 

what actually looks nearly like a country path covered 

in light snow as you make your way to the top. It was 

surreal, it was cold, we were tired and one by one we 

summited. 

with wind chill and easily 50-60kph winds. Mike took a 

load of group and individual shots and I removed my 

glove for approx. 2 mins to take some of my own shots. 

Literally couldn’t move fingers of my left hand for about 

15 mins after. There was an intense pain in it also, so 

much so that I thought I had frost bite!. I kept trying to 

move my fingers until I gained a little movement, 

rubbed and swung arms to get circulation moving again 

and thankfully felt ok once it returned. We only stayed 

on top for 5/6 mins I reckon. We made our way down to the first part of the fixed ropes. 

Was sort of like a never-ending story, we could see the end of it, but no matter how much we hiked, 
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It 

seemed like hours, but we made it to the end of it and went on our rode to lenz rock. Tough descent 

in general, snow storm was really blowing up at this point. We eventually made it back at 7pm, feet 

were absolutely killing me from the boots. I remember screaming lightly as I took them off – feet were 

battered. WE DID IT!!!!!!!!! 

Steep going up, really steep going down! I can’t remember was it first of second rope when whatever 

look I gave down, I saw one of the guys take a bit of a tumble and this created a ripple effect down 

the line. As I had just joined the start of the rope (as did the doc), we managed to mitigate the fall by 

getting to use our ice axes to stop excessive slide down the slope. It was like a retarded cliff-hanger 

type moment and was chuffed I was able to use the ice axe in anger for an actual mild event! 

Alexi was on hand to help all out and we were soon on our way down the path again. The wind going 

down was fierce (I say fierce to emphasise how sore it was combined with the wind chill), very sore 

on the face and lips. We made it to the end and traversed across the saddle again (collecting our 

bags). We then had the huge glacier field to traverse. The snow for this section was feet upon feet in 

places and as we were roped in again, made it very difficult coupled with fatigue every time you fell 

in the snow. This was nearly the toughest part for me. 

 

 

 

 

Dinner was 8pm, was not 

hungry at all, just picked. 

Soup with eggs/chicken 

and then beef and rice. I 

had 1 can of Guinness also. 

The girls in the canteen 

gave us 2 bottles of 

champagne to say 

congrats – very nice touch. 

Hit hay shortly after, was 

shivering from the 

day/cold. Put on a few 

layers and didn’t take long 

to drop off. In total it took 18 hours start to finish. 12.5 hours up and 5.5 hours down. 
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Monday July 15th 
Woke 6.45am, felt great (tired) but we had achieved what we wanted to achieve. Breakfast was 8am, 

porridge/pancakes/French toast with tomatoes. We packed up and left at 9am. My feet were 

battered/bruised/cut and the thoughts of a 20+kg bag pack trek was abysmal. Several of the lads opted 

for some porters to carry down the final bag, so the best 3600 roubles I every spent. Really enjoyed 

the hike down. We got there at 12 o clock. I also took opportunity to pick up some fridge magnets 

(100 roubles) and a couple of t shirts (600 roubles each) – myself and Harley went in for a crafty pint 

of Guinness and then we headed on the 3 hours/4 hr journey back to the hotel……and a well-deserved 

shower! I was in the bus with Harley/Yvonne/Alan and Martin. I had my legs crossed in the back seat 

and my foot was touching off the seat – the bus driver gave out to me in Russian until I uncrossed my 

legs! We stopped at a petrol station to get a drink and crisps, I think nearly everyone got crisps – 

maybe it was the salt/texture that we were craving – but they tasted unreal! We then stopped at the 

rental place. The extra 4 days gear cost an extra 44 euro. One of the guys attempted to give out about 

the boots not keeping his feet warm, but he got nowhere with his complaint. I was tired so made the 

decision not to bother talking about the shoes not fitting me. I mean I told them this day 1 and was 

essentially ignored! We got to hotel at 4.45pm approx., the minute I got the key, I was in the lift with 

my bags and racing towards a hot shower. 

It was only when I was in the room which was clean that I realised how utterly manky smelly I was. 

Bagged all dirty clothes, had savage shower, got dressed clean clothes, more or less packed for the 

day after and made my way to reception for pints! Martin and Harley were down first, and we got 

some drinks, there were not many bottles left in reception and the barmaid had no English. So, a lot 

of gesturing required to order a beer. It was 250 roubles for a beer (pint bottle), she made several 

trips to the 7th floor to restock the bar and seemed pissed off to keep making the trip (not sure why 

she didn’t just get a crate and bring it down at once) – we are Irish after all. ! 

It was pissing rain outside. We got a couple of taxis for the celebratory meal (Earth edge pays for the 

food). Very nice restaurant. Easily 4-star standard, very cool inside. Cheese (lots of types) and ciabatta 

bread was first course and of course beers – we were starving. Then there was BBQ meats 

lamb/port/spuds/mushrooms. Very high quality. 

Alan who was sitting opposite me was ravenous, it was very funny as he’s a small guy and I’ve never 

seen anyone eat so much.       . Must have been stocking up on his food reserves after a couple of 

weeks of mountain food – the food here was great!. There was the giving out of the certs also which 

was good craic. We had a couple more drinks and some of guys went back to hotel. Myself, Fintan, 

Harley, Martin, Brian and the 2 guides went on to another bar. Where we proceeded to go on the 
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proverbial “tear”, several pints/vodkas/snacks (crisps/pistachios/fishy stringy calamari) later we 

arrived back at hotel at 2am…… langers would be a mild understatement! with us leaving the hotel 

at 4.45am! for a 7am flight. 

Tuesday July 16th – Journey Home 
I totally slept in! Ivan was knocking at the door at 4.35am and woke me (I slept through the 3 alarms I 

set!), still feeling effects of the night before, threw what wasn’t packed in to bags and raced downstairs 

– taxi to airport. It took approx. 25 mins. Still very very drunk! 

 
Airport was a bit of a blur, checked in ok, got a coffee. I got a window seat and no one was sitting 

myself me so the row to myself. There was a ham and cheese roll , washed down with a coke. Perfect 

cure. It was a 2-hour flight to Moscow. Martin took this time to buy a Russian version of playboy to 

add to his “world class” collection, apparently he has every issue ever printed and his right arm bicep 

is at least twice the size of his left one….im not sure is this normal? . 

Arrived at Moscow airport and getting through passport control was a little slow but kept moving. We 

had about 10 hours to kill before the Moscow to Dublin flight, spent time chilling/chatting/wandering 

around airport/duty free ect ….and eating. Flight back was under 4 hours and we arrived in Dublin 

around 10pm. Collected bags at carousel, said our thanks and goodbye to everyone and made our 

respective journeys home. Unfortunately, Imelda’s bag got mislaid (she did get it a couple of days later 

TG). 

 
 

What an amazing journey.! We went from the jaws of defeat and going home to making it to the top 

of Mt Elbrus. It was a savage experience and a great journey with great people and a brilliant team 

effort. 

 
 
 

Team profile & Altitude effects. 

For the Kilimanjaro trek, bar the odd tingly fingers and 1 day where I had a temporary headache, I 

fared ok. For Elbrus, I had next to no AMS effects. As we asked the other guys in the group, everyone 

was pretty much the same. For a group of 10, to get away with any major/minor AMS effects is fairly 

unusual. The guides also commented that this was indeed rare. Its just not the norm. The group varied 

in age and background but were extremely fit and strong. Literally everyone was on their respective 

A game, it was excellent. The age profile ranged from 30 to 60. Great bunch of lads, no issues, 
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everyone got on great, no one complaining, everyone just got on with it. A great team effort. Sound 

people!!!! 

 

 

Water Consumption……. 
On average just drank between 1.5 to 2 litres per day. No particular focus on to drink more, I know on 

Killi it was “sippy…. sippy” and constantly prompting to drink water, but Elbrus was far more relaxed 

and the responsibility to get water on board was your own. Based on no AMS effects, volume 

consumed seemed ok. 

 

Russian Guides: 
Ivan Moshnikov is 42 and from St Petersburg originally. Alexsei was 38. Very professional. There is a 

good bit online about Ivan (http://cetneva.com/team-view/ivan-moshnikov/ ) and looks to be very 

accomplished guide with multiple peaks to his name. Comparing to the other I saw on the mountain 

and how they interacted with their groups and talking to those groups for their opinions, I can saw 

that we probably got the best guides on the mountain at that time. Zero complains and zero issues 

with them. As I mentioned already, Alexei was an absolute gem of a person and Ivan personality wise 

was sterner but very professional. If we had any of the other guides during this trek, I don’t think we 

would have made it up! 

http://cetneva.com/team-view/ivan-moshnikov/
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General Observations of Russia/Russian people 
1. English is generally poor. Menu’s don’t cater for English and all I saw were in Russian 

2. Neither camps had knives as cutlery? All plastic so loads of waste. 

3. Lots of Lada’s everywhere, like 20/30 year old ones plus the newer models, some durable cars 

( I know growing up, we used to slag the shite out of Lada’s but in fairness, place is thronged 

with them)! 

4. Airport exchange rates there are worse then Ireland, so better to get before you go 

5. They drink lots of full coke and coffee 

6. Very relaxed in general 

7. Everyone shakes hands for a greeting 

8. For camps (base/camp1) – its not like Kilimanjaro, you won’t get offered second helpings – 

portions are small enough 

9. Girls in canteen in camp 1 work hard and food much better there – they are hardworking and 

attentive 

10. Communal areas in both camps has a never-ending supply of chocolates and biscuits and 

sweets 

11. Camp doctor Sergei is a gas man – he’s the: 

a. Doctor 

b. Generator fixer 

c. Butcher 

d. Water gatherer 

e. Spends spare time drinking and playing guitar and smiling 

12. The Wi-Fi man in camp 1 is loaded, what a gig – 250 roubles for 24 hrs of crap WIFI from 

like everyone 

13. Give the girls in camp 1 a tip – they deserve it. Couple of the guys left behind a couple of 

Nalgene bottles also and they were extremely grateful. 

Basically, buy better gear! 

 
So that’s that. It’s over. Its back to running now for a little while longer - until Its nearly time to go 

again……….. 


